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226 Empirical and practical relations for forced-convection heat transfer

Fig. 6-1 Total heat transfer in terms of bulk-temperature

difference.

Flow

L

plicated problems may sometimes be solved analytically, but the solutionn
when possible, are very tedious. For design and engineering purposea
empirical correlations are usually of greatest practical utility. In thi, ,s
section we present some of the more important and useful empiritca,]
relations and point out their limitations.

First let us give some further consideration to the bulk-temperatut•
concept which is important in all heat-transfer problems involving f1#
inside closed channels. In Chap. 5 we noted that the bulk temperatt.

represents energy average or "mixing cup" conditions. Thus, for the':
flow depicted in Fig. 6-1 the total energy added can be expressed in terid-In
a bulk-temperature difference by WY

q rhc,(T&. - Tb) "

provided c, is reasonably constant over the length. In some differen_-
length dx the heat added dq can be expressed either in terms of a b"

temperature difference or in terms of the heat-transfer coefficient

dq =mc,,dTb = h(217r) dx (T,, - T,)

where T, and Tb are the wall and bulk temperatures at the particuP'
location. The total heat transfer can also be expressed as

q = hA (T,, - Tb).,-

where A is the total surface area for heat transfer. Because both T,
Tb can vary along the length of the tube, a suitable averaging p
must be adopted for use with Eq. (6-3). In this chapter most
attention will be focused on methods for determining h, the con,
heat-transfer coefficient. Chapter 10 will discuss different meth"

taking proper account of temperature variations in heat exchangers ...
For fully developed turbulent flow in smooth tubes the followit14

tion is recommended by Dittus and Boelter (11:

Nu,= 0.023 ReO-8 Pr.

The properties in this equation are evaluated at the fluid bulk tempe.
and the exponent n has the following values:
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-• may be restructured as

.3f4= C -pp )gk 3 p-P 4sindtA /P]"4

p3  4nh L

.we may solve for A as

. - C43 p(p - p,)gk3 pLP 4 sin AlP (9-23)

now define a new dimensionless group, the condensation number Co, as

Co = ( [ - 9-24)

t %hat Eq. (9-23) can be expressed in the form

Co = Re 3  (9-25)

r a vertical plate AIPL = 1.0, and we obtain, using the constant from Eq.g ! 10),
Co = 1.47 Re;-7" 3  for Ref < 1800 (9-26)

.."For a horizontal cylinder AJPL -,r and

Co = 1.514 Rei"1' 3  for Ref < 1800 (9-27)

When turbulence is encountered in the film, an empirical correlation by
I Kirkbride f2] may be used:

Co 0.0077 ReP-4  for Ref > 1800 (9-28)

9-4 Film condensation inside horizontal tubes
.ý.Our discussion of film condensation so far has been limited to exterior
isurfaces, where the vapor and liquid condensate flows are not restricted by

,,.some overall flow-channel dimensions. Condensation inside tubes is of
considerable practical interest because of applications to condensers in

:.refrigeration and air-conditioning systems, but unfortunately these phe-.nomena are quite complicated and not amenable to a simple analytical
treatment. The overall flow rate of vapor strongly influences the heat-

" transfer rate in the forced convection-condensation system, and this in turn
is influenced by the rate of liquid accumulation on the walls. Because of the
complicated flow phenomena involved we shall present only two empirical

:..,telations for heat transfer and refer to reader to Rohsenow (37] for more
torplete infornmation

Chato [38) obtained the following expression for condensation of refriger-
•ants at low vapor velocities inside horizontal tubes:

dkjTg -T,,)


